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History

had coded some variant of Taranto’s algorithm [31]—“I found it
in Knuth!” [18, ex. 4.4–3]. Some also dismissed examples of discrepancies with hand-waving generalizations like those found in
Knuth (“. . . floating point arithmetic is inherently approximate”
[18, section 4.2.1]) and later in Steele (“In general, computations
with floating-point numbers are only approximate.” [29, section
12.1]. But White saw no reason why the printing problem could
not be solved exactly, and he set out to find a way.
One suggested plan for obtaining the shortest output that correctly
preserves the floating-point value was simply to produce many
more decimal digits than necessary; then one would “round backwards” in decimal, converting the decimal string back into binary
at each step, until the shortest string of digits was found that would
convert back into the original number. However, this approach is
quite inefficient. It fails to take advantage of information that is incrementally available during the steps of digit generation and that
adequately characterizes the difference between what has already
(incrementally) been outputted and the original number.
The first attempt to take advantage of such information was by
White, later in 1971. By 1972, when Steele joined White at MIT to
work on MacLisp, there was a rudimentary version of the algorithm
in the MacLisp PRINT function, better than previous printing algorithms but not yet correct in all cases. White then decided to
try tracking the error propagation by watching what happened to a
value equal to 12 ulp, subjected to the same arithmetic operations
that were being performed on the fraction being printed. This line
of investigation led to the use of the variable M in our algorithms.
(We called this value “M” because White thought of it as defining
a “mask,” the complement of the interval [M, 1 − M], that filters
(“masks”) out fractional values for which enough digits had been
generated and passes through only fractions for which more digits are required, namely those lying in the gap [M, 1 − M]. As M
grows, the mask grows and the interval at its center shrinks, until
eventually M exceeds 12 , the gap shrinks away to nothing, and no
remaining fraction can pass through the mask.)
When Steele left MIT in 1980 to go to Carnegie-Mellon University, MacLisp was using the algorithm Dragon2, with doubleprecision floating-point prescaling of values that were large or
small enough to require “E” notation. By about this time Steele
had written a very early draft of the PLDI paper. (He wrote it in
TEX, so it must have been after Fall 1978, when he first ported
TEX from Stanford to MIT, and it must have been prior to the 1981
publication of the second edition of “Knuth Volume 2” [19], which
mentions this unpublished draft in the answer to exercise 4.4–3.)
Steele continued to polish the algorithm, off and on, during
the early 1980s. His principal contributions were (1) to replace
floating-point prescaling with implicit rational prescaling, thus introducing the scale factor S to the algorithm (and incidentally com-

Our PLDI paper [28] was almost 20 years in the making.
How should the result of dividing 1.0 by 10.0 be printed?
In 1970, one usually got “0.0999999” or “0.099999994”;
why not “0.1”? (The problem of binary-to-decimal conversion is
amazingly tricky, even for fixed-point fractions, let alone floatingpoint numbers [31][22][20][12].) Some programming systems of
the day required a prespecified limit for the number of decimal digits to be printed for a binary floating-point number. If, in our example, the limit were set to nine decimal places, then the printed result
might well be 0.099999994; but if the limit were set to seven
decimal places, then poorly implemented printers would produce
0.0999999 and those that took the trouble to perform decimal
rounding would produce either 0.1000000 or 0.1.
What is the correct number of digits to produce if the user doesn’t
specify? If a system prints too many digits, the excess digits may
be “garbage,” reflecting more information than the number actually
contains; if a system prints too few digits, the result will be wrong
in a stronger sense: converting the decimal representation back to
binary may not recover the original binary value.
It really bugged one of us (White) that systems of the day not only
produced incorrect decimal representations of binary numbers, but
provided no guaranteed bound on how wrong they might be. In
early 1971, he began to analyze the machine-language algorithm
used in the implementation of MacLisp [23][27] to convert PDP-10
floating-point numbers into decimal notation. He also investigated
the behavior of other language systems, both those that printed a
variable number of digits and those that printed a fixed number of
digits but failed to perform decimal rounding correctly.
Using the “bignum” (high-precision integer) facilities that had
recently been added to MacLisp for other purposes, White investigated the exact representations of certain floating point numbers
that seemed to print out with too many decimal digits. He discovered that virtually all of the systems he examined suffered from
one or more of the following problems on many floating-point values: (a) printing many more decimal digits than were necessary,
(b) printing decimal values that differed from the binary values by
many units in the last place (ulps), and (c) exhibiting substantial
“drift” when a value is printed, then read back in, the new value
printed and again read back in, and so on.
White found that the programmers or authors of these systems
invariably claimed that their systems must be producing “correct”
results because (1) they produced lots of decimal digits, making
no claim of producing “shortest” representations, and/or (2) they
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. . . the result [of a binary-to-decimal conversion] is expressed
using the minimum number of digits . . .
The fifth revision of the report [17] has similar wording but cites
[2] rather than [28].
Steele had a hand in establishing conversion accuracy requirements in The Java Language Specification [11, pp. 506–507],
which requires that all binary-to-decimal and decimal-to-binary
conversions be correctly rounded and that binary-to-decimal conversions generate as few digits as possible.
The description of the “basis library” for Standard ML says [25]:

mitting to the use of bignum arithmetic in the printing algorithm
itself); (2) to use two mask quantities M + and M − rather than just
one; (3) to separate the digit-generation process from the formatting process, organizing them as coroutines; (4) to provide a proof
of correctness for the digit-generation process; and (5) to code the
whole thing up (in Pascal), including many different formatters.
(The PL/I-style “picture” formatter was omitted from the PLDI paper for lack of space, alas.) Steele finished all this by 1985.
During the 1980s, White investigated the question of whether one
could use limited-precision arithmetic after all rather than bignums.
He had earlier proved by exhaustive testing that just 7 extra bits suffice for correctly printing 36-bit PDP-10 floating-point numbers, if
powers of ten used for prescaling are precomputed using bignums
and rounded just once. But can one derive, without exhaustive testing, the necessary amount of extra precision solely as a function of
the precision and exponent range of a floating-point format? This
problem is still open, and appears to be very hard.
It weighed on Steele’s mind that Knuth had shown confidence
in him by citing—in a book!—a paper that didn’t really exist yet.
Eventually Steele summoned the effort to complete the paper and
submit it to the 1990 PLDI, just to rid himself of the nagging burden. Imagine our surprise when we discovered that Will Clinger
had written a paper on the decimal-to-binary problem and submitted it to the same conference! (By the way, the third edition of
“Knuth Volume 2” [21] cites our PLDI paper, so all is well now.)
Since our paper was published, there seem to have been exactly
two follow-up papers [9][2] of any consequence. Both provided important practical improvements on our work; we recommend them
to interested readers and especially to implementors.

2.

toDecimal should produce only as many digits as are necessary for fromDecimal to convert back to the same number,
i.e., for any Normal or SubNormal real value r, we have:
fromDecimal (toDecimal r) = r . . . Algorithms for accurately and efficiently converting between binary and decimal
real representations are readily available, e.g., see the technical
report by [9].
Soon after that, the language Limbo adopted accurate base conversion as one of its improvements over C [13, p. 271]:
The most important numerical development at the language
level recently has been accurate binary/decimal conversion
[3][9][28]. Thus printing a real using %g and reading it on a
different machine guarantees recovering identical bits.
As for Haskell, a comment that appears in the code for the function floatToDigits in the Haskell 98 library [16, p. 14] says
that the code is based on Burger and Dybvig’s work [2].
Borneo is a numerical programming language [4, pp. 7, 9]:
Although published algorithms exist for both correctly rounded
input [3] and output [28], conversion problems persist. Correctly rounded algorithms are also acceptably fast for common
cases [2], [9]. While working on the BEEF tests for transcendental functions, it was discovered that the Turbo C 1.0 compiler
did not convert 11.0 exactly into a floating point number equal
to 11! . . . Java requires correctly rounded decimal to binary and
binary to decimal conversion . . . Borneo maintains Java’s base
conversion requirements . . .
Steele served as Project Editor for the first edition of the ECMA
standard for the web browser scripting language ECMAScript
(more popularly known as JavaScript), which recommends, but
does not require, accurate conversions [5, p. 36]:
NOTE: The following observations may be useful as guidelines
for implementations, but are not part of the normative requirements of this Standard: If x is any number value other than 0,
then ToNumber(ToString(x)) is exactly the same number value
as x. . . . Implementors of ECMAScript may find useful the paper and code written by David M. Gay for binary-to-decimal
conversion of floating-point numbers [9].

Influence on Programming Languages

Since our paper was published, it has had a clear influence on the
specification and implementation of many programming languages.
We had coded an early version of this algorithm as part of the
runtime system for MacLisp while we were at MIT in the late
1970s; this version was not completely accurate because it first
used floating-point operations to scale the number to be printed by
a power of 10 if the number was very large or small, but it was
completely accurate for numbers not requiring such prescaling.
The MacLisp successor Lisp Machine Lisp, also developed at
MIT, was influenced by our work [32, p. 281]:
The number of digits printed is the “correct” number; no information present in the flonum is lost, and no extra trailing digits are printed that do not represent information in the flonum.
Feeding the [printed representation] of a flonum back to the
reader is always supposed to produce an equal flonum.
The documentation for the commercial version of this language,
Symbolics’ Zetalisp, has similar wording [30, p. 15].
After publication of our paper, the idea began to spread, to the
language Id, another MIT project, in 1991 [1, p. 15]:
Utilities for accurate reading and printing of double precision
floating point numbers have been implemented. The floating
point reader [3] has been implemented in Common Lisp and Id
90, the floating point printer [28] in Common Lisp.
and to Modula-3 [14, p. 15]:
The idea of converting to decimal by retaining just as many digits as are necessary to convert back to binary exactly was popularized by Guy L. Steele Jr. and Jon L White [28]. David M.
Gay pointed out the importance . . . of demanding that the conversion to binary handle mid-point cases by a known rule [9].
and to the fourth revision of the report on Scheme, which cites [28]
and [3] and also remarks [24, p. 24]:
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A recent extension of the GNU Fortran compiler makes use of
accurate conversion techniques [26, p. 319]:
. . . support routines for performing conversion between character strings and intervals . . . were developed based on routines
for floating-point input [9] and floating-point output [2].
Finally, David M. Gay himself has been working on an algebraic
modeling language called AMPL [10, p. 3]:
AMPL and its solver interface library use correctly rounded
binary↔decimal conversions, which is now possible on all machines where AMPL has run other than old Cray machines.
Details are described in Gay [9]. Part of the reason for mentioning binary↔decimal conversions here is to point out a recent extension to Gay [9] that carries out correctly rounded
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conversions for other arithmetics with properties similar to binary IEEE arithmetic. This includes correct directed roundings
and rounding of a decimal string to a floating-point interval
of width at most one unit in the last place, both of which are
obviously useful for rigorous interval computations. There is
no paper yet about this work, but the source files are available
as ftp://netlib.bell-labs.com/netlib/fp/gdtoa.tgz which includes a
README file for documentation.
The IEEE 754 standard for floating-point arithmetic [15] has a
conversion accuracy requirement, but a liberal one. Now that the
practicality of our approach has been established, we have high
hopes that an upcoming revision of that standard will adopt a requirement of full conversion accuracy.

3.
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Why “Dragon”?

A very few readers have wondered why the principal algorithms
in our work are named “Dragon2” and “Dragon3” and “Dragon4”;
this was an obscure joke (entirely Steele’s fault) alluding to the
“dragon curves” discovered and analyzed by John E. Heighway,
Bruce A. Banks, and William G. Harter and reported on by Martin
Gardner [7][8]. The initial letters in the multiword description of
a “Dragon” algorithm form a sequence of letters ‘F’ and ‘P’ that
represents the sequence of (valley) Folds and (mountain) Peaks in
a piece of paper that has been folded to form a dragon curve.
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